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Global Economy’s Health at Stake as China Tries to Hold a Sneeze
By Enda Curran and Christopher Anstey
It used to be that when America 
sneezed, the world caught a cold. This 
time around, it’s the risk of a sickly China 
that poses a bigger threat.

The world’s second-largest economy is 
now trying to ward off the sniffles. While 
output is still growing at a pace that sees 
gross domestic product double every 
decade, the problem remains that much 
of that has been fueled by a massive 
buildup of credit.

Total borrowing climbed to about 260 
percent of the economy’s size by the end 
of 2016, up from 162 percent in 2008, 
and will hit close to 320 percent by 2021 
according to Bloomberg Intelligence 
estimates. Economy-wide debt levels are 
on track to rank among "the highest in 
the world," according to Tom Orlik, BI’s 
Chief Asia Economist.

That path may be what prompted 
outgoing People’s Bank of China 
Governor Zhou Xiaochuan to warn of the 
risk of a plunge in asset values following 
a debt binge, or a "Minsky Moment," 
earlier in October. Given that China is 
forecast by the International Monetary 
Fund to contribute more than a third of 
global growth this year, controlling 
China's debt matters far beyond its 
borders.

There are two key components of 
China’s credit clampdown, each posing 
challenges to policy makers. First is 
wringing out bets on property prices. As 
President Xi Jinping put it in a keynote 
policy speech to the Communist Party 
leadership on Oct. 18: Housing is for 
living in, not for speculation. The latest 
data show that in some areas, prices are 
still surging in many cities despite a raft 
of measures to make it harder for 
investors to buy real estate with 
borrowed money. Xi’an, China’s ancient 
capital, saw home values soar almost 15 
percent in September from a year before.

It will be up to regulators to come up 
with measures that deliver on Xi’s 
mandate without tipping housing into a 
downward spiral. Property crashes in the 
U.S., Japan and U.K. over the past three 
decades amply illustrated how damaging 
they can be to economies.

The second key challenge is progress 
in aligning borrowing costs with 
borrowers’ ability to repay — rather than 
with their relationship with the state.

China’s financial system has long let 
companies that are state owned or are 
seen to be implementing state initiatives 
get funding more cheaply than others. 
That’s thanks to the assumption the 
government would step in if needed to 
back them up. To help encourage capital 
to be deployed more efficiently — and to 
prevent firms that are effectively 
insolvent keep going thanks to continued 
funding — policy makers have begun to 
gradually take away implicit support.

In 2014, solar-panel maker Shanghai 
Chaori Solar Energy Science & 
Technology Co. became the first Chinese 
company to default on a domestic 
corporate bond. Since then, even some 
state-owned firms have been allowed to 
default. Handling that process is delicate.

"If tomorrow you suddenly withdraw 
that implicit government support, you 
would get a freeze-up in credit flow," said 
Kenneth Ho, head of Asia credit strategy 
research at Goldman Sachs Group Inc. 
in Hong Kong. "If they do it too quickly 
the system will collapse. They’ve been 
going at the right speed."

Ho anticipates that the number of 
defaults allowed will go up, though 
doesn't see any surge. "We’re in an 
upward cycle in terms of recognizing 
defaults, but it’s a long cycle," he said.

One thing that could propel defaults is 
higher yields. Benchmark 10-year 
government bonds are hovering around 
the highest yields since 2014.

To be sure, China’s economy 
continues to defy predictions of an actual 
debt crisis or a housing bust. Instead, 
there are signs of a controlled easing.

Home prices in September rose in the 
fewest cities since January 2016, amid 
curbs on debt-fueled buying.

A domestically triggered crisis is 
unlikely, at least in the next five years, 
according to a report by Berlin-based 
Mercator Institute for China Studies. 
"Trouble is more likely to come from 
some combination of capital flight and 
sudden withdrawal of external credit," 
wrote Victor Shih, a professor at the 
University of California at San Diego and 
author of the report. Still, few countries 
that have experienced China’s pace of 
debt growth have unwound things 
without some sort of crunch. Investors, 
companies and governments around the 
world will want China to break that mold. 
An indication of the ripple effect China 
can have on global markets came in 
2015 when a devaluation of the yuan, 
followed by other changes to how the 
tightly controlled currency is traded, sent 
shock waves through global markets. 
The move triggered capital to flow out of 
China, forcing authorities to burn through 
reserves to support the currency.

While China’s policy makers are 
preaching the commitment to tackle debt, 
not everyone is convinced. "There is no 
deleveraging," Luke Spajic, head of 
portfolio management for emerging Asia 
at Pacific Investment Management Co., 
said at The New Renminbi Reality 
Summit organized by Bloomberg Live in 
Singapore. "Debt to GDP is going up 
rather than down," he said. "Certain 
pockets of the economy have been 
forced to bring leverage down, but in 
general this is a story of debt growth."

Bond Sales

Borrowing Has Soared Over the Past Decade
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China's Embattled Bonds Staring at $97 Billion Issuance Wall   
By Bloomberg News
China’s government needs to boost bond 
sales at just the wrong time.

Take an economy that’s picking up 
steam, and throw in a central bank 
governor who has pledged to double 
down on a deleveraging campaign. In 
China in October, that was a recipe for 
10-year yields at an almost three-year 
high — and that’s before officials break 
the back of a sovereign debt-sale plan 
estimated to require as much as 640 
billion yuan ($97 billion) in net issuance 
this quarter, or twice as fast as the pace 
in the rest of 2017.

In this environment, increased supply 
could be a problem, said Qi Sheng, an 
analyst at Zhongtai Securities Co. “If 
primary sale results are weak, it could 
lead to higher yields in the secondary 
market.”

Officials had held off because they 
didn't want to aggravate weak sentiment, 
which means there’s some catching up to 
do, according to Huachuang Securities 
Co. The nation’s sovereign notes are 
extending a four-quarter tumble — the 
longest slide since Bloomberg began 
tracking the data in 2010 — as economic 
reports from manufacturing to producer 
prices and credit growth top estimates.

The Ministry of Finance raised a net 
910 billion yuan in the first nine months, 
and has issued 164 billion yuan this 
quarter. The projection for borrowing 
requirements is based on China’s 2017 
budget plan, which raised the central 
government deficit cap to 1.55 trillion 
yuan from 1.4 trillion yuan last year.

This year’s bond issuance plans were 
skewed as China intensified a 
deleveraging campaign that has driven 
money-market rates higher and made it 
more difficult to borrow. Long holidays in 
the first and fourth quarters usually 
subdue sales, making the second and 
third the busiest periods.

“We don’t see big opportunities in 
onshore government bonds this year,” 
said Albert Leung, a Hong Kong-based 
rates strategist at Nomura Holdings Plc. 
“Issuance pressure and a very flat yield 
curve are likely to continue to weigh on 
the market.”

 

 

 

Demand

China Seen Raising a Record in Fourth Quarter

Net financing in 4Q could rise to new levels, Tianfeng Securities Co. said in an October report.

Uptick in Producer-Price Index Leads to Yield Increase

China’s GDP expanded 6.8 percent on year in the third quarter, recent data showed. 

Long-end of Yield Curve Seen Under Pressure to Rise

Longer-term bonds, which withstood China’s deleveraging, are under pressure to play catch-up.
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China Says Sovereign Dollar Bond Demand 11 Times Deal Size   
By Carrie Hong, Lianting Tu and Narae Kim
China saw strong appetite in October for 
its first sale of sovereign dollar bonds 
since 2004, with demand for the 
sovereign notes climbing to 11 times the 
offering size and pricing coming in under 
initial guidance.

The Ministry of Finance priced the 
bonds 15 basis points over Treasuries for 
its $1 billion of five-year notes.

“Over 150 international players, 
including public sector investors, insurers 
and global fund managers, were involved 
in the deal outside the Chinese players. 
They like the China growth story and see 
value at the price levels," said Chao Li, 
head of Asia bond syndicate at Standard 
Chartered Plc., one of the lead managers 
on the deal. About 50 percent of the deal 
was sold outside Asia into the EU and to 
offshore U.S. investors.

While China for years had sought to 
reduce the role of the U.S. dollar in the 
global financial system, it’s approach has 
evolved since a flubbed devaluation of 
the yuan in 2015 that showcased to its 
officials the dangers of allowing global 
market forces greater rein. In a "if you 
can’t beat them, join them," move, 
Chinese entities are now selling dollar 
bonds in record amounts, tapping their 
own holdings of dollars accumulated 
from current-account surpluses.

The surge in issuance — some $147 
billion so far this year — in turn helped to 
prompt the Finance Ministry to sell 
sovereign securities to serve as a 
benchmark that could help reduce 
borrowing costs for state-owned and 
quasi-government enterprises. Indeed, 
the prospect alone of these notes already 
started reducing corporate yields weeks 
before.

The demand for the bonds suggests 
China would have plenty of scope to 
build out a full yield curve of securities in 
the U.S. currency if it wanted, to serve as 
a benchmark for its state-owned and 
quasi-government issuers.

China’s finance ministry said in a 
statement on its website that total 
subscriptions for the sale amounted to 
$22 billion.

“Two billion dollars is a mere drop in 
the ocean of the potential appetite 
globally for these bonds," said Jethro 
Goodchild, the Singapore-based head of 
Asian credit at Aviva Investors.

One potential use of dollar bonds sold 
by state enterprises and banks is funds 
for President Xi Jinping’s signature global 
initiative — the “belt and road” project 
designed to deepen economic ties 
between China and Asian, European and 
African nations.

Somewhat unusually, China didn’t seek 
a specific rating for the notes it sold, in a 
move that investors took to be a retort to 
the sovereign downgrades that Moody’s 
Investors Service and S&P Global 
Ratings announced earlier this year. In 
each case, officials disputed the moves.

“The $2 billion issuance just sends a 
signal that China disagrees with the 
rating downgrades,” said Anne Zhang, 
executive director for fixed income, 
currencies and commodities at 
JPMorgan Private Bank in Hong Kong. 
“There might be more first-time issuers 
considering selling without a

rating, but it’s not because the sovereign 
came without a rating, it’s because there 
is enough demand.”

Within as few as three years, some 80 
percent of the Asian market outside 
Japan is likely to be Chinese, according 
to Goldman Sachs Asset Management. 
The vast majority of sales nowadays are 
taken up by Asian buyers. For example, 
when Postal Savings Bank of China Co. 
sold $7.25 billion worth of dollar debt in 
September, only 3 percent went to non-
Asians.

“The new issues provide liquid 
benchmarks and pricing reference points 
for the continued new issuance we 
expect to see across the Chinese credit 
curve in the coming months,” said James 
Arnold, head of debt syndicate for Asia 
Pacific at Citigroup Inc., a lead manager 
on the sale.

Chinese Corporate Dollar Bond Sales Surge

China's Share of Asia Ex-Japan Dollar Bond Market Grows

Note: 2017 figures exclude China's sale of $2 billion in bonds completed Oct. 26.
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China's Deleveraging Is Working, If You Know Where to Look
By Lianting Tu and Alfred Liu   
China’s deleveraging campaign has yet 
to satisfy the country’s central bank chief, 
but evidence shows that there are 
significant areas of progress.

In the wake of People’s Bank of China 
Governor Zhou Xiaochuan’s call in 
October for "further efforts" to reduce 
financial risks, and with President Xi 
Jinping tightening his grip on China’s 
power structure, the campaign is tipped 
to broaden in the coming year.

“It has managed to take out a lot of 
leverage out of the system and make the 
system safer by keeping overnight rates 
up and policy rates flat,” said Sean 
Taylor, chief investment officer for Asia 
Pacific at Deutsche Asset Management 
in Hong Kong. Financial market 
deleveraging “will be a real focus next 
year” after Xi consolidates his position, 
he said.

Among the areas of success:

A drop in the stock of wealth-
management products, which are 
sometimes used to buy risky, high-yield 
assets

A slowdown in the growth of loans 
between financial institutions

A drop in credit gains from shadow 
banking, such as companies lending to 
other companies with banks as the 
middlemen

Upcoming bank earnings will offer 
China watchers the latest look at credit 
growth and leverage in the industry. 
China’s biggest banks rallied Oct. 27 
after earnings from China Construction 
Bank Corp. fueled optimism that interest 
margins and asset quality are improving 
in the industry.

Check out four charts illustrating the 
progress the nation has made on cutting 
financial-market risks.   

Total assets parked in wealth-
management products (top chart) 
dropped during the first half of the year to 
28.4 trillion yuan ($4.3 trillion) as 
regulators took strong measures against 
financial arbitrage and pushed banks to

 

 

 

focus on WMPs catering to households, 
rather than to each other, according to a 
report in October from China 
International Capital Corp.

Bank lending to non-banks (second 
chart) such as investment funds and 
securities brokers — an important source 
of shadow credit expansion — has 
decelerated significantly, according to

UBS Group AG estimates. That means 
less leverage being generated from 
multiple layers of lending between 
financial institutions, says Donna Kwok, a 
senior China economist at UBS in Hong 
Kong. “We are not done yet — they will 
continue to install more checks and 
balances as the markets continue to 
evolve,” she says of the regulators.  

 
Continued on next page…

Wealth Management Assets Extend Decline From Peak

Bank Lending to Other Financial Sectors Has Slowed

Note: Claims include banks' lending and investment exposure to nonbank financial institutions.
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Data Check…

A category of shadow credit that’s not 
officially recorded, which includes non-
banks’ asset-management products, trust 
assets and insurance products, started to 
shrink in the second quarter of 2017, 
according to UBS estimates (third chart). 
That’s after 1.3 trillion yuan of such credit 
was created over the same period in 
2016. The bank expects the measure to 
slow more than China’s broad measure 
of new credit, reducing financial risks.

Regulators’ efforts are also showing up 
in the rise of borrowing costs. Yieldson 
China’s local five-year sovereign notes 
have climbed about 87 basis points this 
year, to 3.72 percent, near the highest 
since 2014 (fourth chart). The gains have 
lifted funding costs for the nation’s 
companies, with the net sales of 
corporate bonds plunging 94 percent in 
the first nine months of this year from the 
same period in 2016.

One area that’s not seeing a decline is 
sales of negotiable certificates of deposit 
— a key funding source for smaller and 
medium-sized banks. But that’s in part a 
symptom of success in compressing 
leverage in other areas. Because the 
smaller lenders are less able to tap 
funding other sources, they’ve turned 
increasingly to these instruments.

Ultimately, regulators may tamp down 
that category as well. Xi, who’s currently 
presiding over the Communist Party’s 
once-in-five-years leadership confab, has 
repeatedly highlighted the priority of 
containing financial risks.

“I can see more control in the economy 
— it just takes a long long time,” said 
Taylor at Deutsche Asset.
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'Missing' Shadow Credit Measure Has Started to Contract

Note: Missing shadow credit refers to new lending extended by nonbank financial institutions to 
the real economy that's not captured in official total social-financing statistics.

Yields on Government and Corporate Bonds Climb

http://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/in
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Play With China Coal Bonds and You May Get Burned, Model Signals
By Carol Wang
China’s bond market is starting to price in 
a higher chance of default in over-
capacity industries such as coal. 
Investors need to gauge whether fatter 
returns are worth the risk.

While both S&P Global Ratings and 
Moody’s Investors Service downgraded 
China’s debt ranking this year, the 
country actually saw a drop in corporate 
distress, with 0.27 percent of issuers 
defaulting, versus 0.55 percent in all of 
2016, according to China Lianhe Credit 
Rating Co. That may be a temporary 
calm. A faster pace of delinquencies may 
be allowed after October's Chinese 
Communist Party congress and 
government anti-pollution measures are 
targeting lower use of coal in power 
generation.

Here's how to find China’s riskiest 
bonds on the Bloomberg terminal.

Type "china onshore bonds" in the 
command line and select that from 
autocomplete. This is a ready-made 
search for active Chinese renminbi 
bonds on the Shanghai, Shenzhen or 
China Interbank markets. The shortcut is 
SRCH @CHINAONSHORE.

Type "default risk" in the amber box 
and select Issuer 1-Yr Default Risk Band. 
Change the next boxes to In the range, 
HY4 and DDD and hit GO. This narrows 
the search to issuers with risk equivalent 
to the lowest three high-yield grades or 
distressed rankings, according to 
Bloomberg’s Default Risk Model.

The function, DRSK, uses transparent 
market inputs such as share prices, debt 
outstanding and interest expenses to 
calculate the probability of companies 
reneging on their debt in the year ahead.

Click the red Actions tab, hit Save as 
New and name the search China DRSK 
Distress.

Hit Results and in the new page click 
the Group by amber box and select 
Industry Group. Coal operations have the 
most bonds in the riskiest bands at 253 
securities, followed by power generation 
at 141, then metals and mining at 30, 
when the results were run on Oct. 25. 
China’s government has ordered a series 
of steel and aluminum plant closures over

the winter to help fight pollution.
Some curbs kicked in ahead of the 

19th CCP Congress, which ended Oct. 
24 in Beijing.

From this it would appear that Investors 
betting there is a future in coal need to 
plot an exit strategy if the prospects dim.

Carol Wang is a fixed income specialist at 

Bloomberg in Shanghai. Functions for the Market 

stories are written by Bloomberg LP employees 

who may be involved in the selling of the 

Bloomberg Professional Service and then edited 

by the News Department. To suggest ideas or 

provide feedback, contact this story's editor: 

Sandy Hendry at shendry@bloomberg.net
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Majority of Chinese Bonds at Risk of Default Are in Coal

Note: Numbers were run on Oct. 25.
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